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Gullands is delighted to be sponsoring Sevenoaks  
Town Junior Football Club’s kit as part of an ambitious  
new project launched by the Club and Kent County 
Football Association.

The project will create a central ‘hub club’ for young 
players with a visual impairment to facilitate their football 
development.  The new hub club will provide access to  
high quality coaching and training facilities, which will enable 
them to fulfil their full development potential and progress 
along the disability player pathway.  The hub club will be 
based in Sevenoaks and will attract players from across  
the county.

Richard Cripps, Gullands managing partner said: “We are 
thrilled to be part of this exciting new project.  Children of all 
ages and abilities love football and this project will engage 
those young people who are often overlooked when it 
comes to sporting opportunities.”

Kent has an extensive and rapidly growing disability football 
development programme which includes the Kent Junior 
Disability League, the Kent Adult Disability League and the 
Kent Disability Centre of Excellence, which caters for players 
aged 10 to 18 years old. 

Paul Lansdale from Sevenoaks Town Junior Football Club 
said: “We are absolutely delighted with the support from 
Gullands, one of the county’s leading law firms.  We hope 

to build upon and expand the excellent disability football 
programme currently run by the Kent FA and raise the profile 
of disability football across the county.

“By doing so we also hope to raise enthusiasm and interest 
in the disability football competitions of the London 2012 
Paralympics Games.  The club wants to do its part to create 
a legacy for future generations of visually impaired players.”

 For more information visit www.stjfc.org.uk.

Gullands supports ambitious 
football club project
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Gullands together with the University of Kent is providing a new column in 
the Kent Messenger newspaper for growing and expanding businesses.  
The column, which appears every month in the Kent Messenger’s Kent 
Business supplement under the banner Grow, is intended to equip 
businesses as they emerge from the recent recession.

Gullands has already contributed pieces that address the need for good 
business planning, raising finance, attracting quality staff and managing 
your intellectual property.  Future articles will address physical bricks and 
mortar, disputes with suppliers, managing cash flow and advice on how 
to choose and get the best from your advisers.

Richard Cripps, Gullands managing partner said: “The business 
community in Kent, like businesses in many other parts of the country, 
has suffered throughout the downturn.  As businesses emerge from the 
recession and begin to grow and expand they will be looking for guidance and advice.   
Kent Business is the leading business newspaper in the county and businesses of all sizes turn  
to it not just for news, but for direction and advice.  We are delighted to be able to contribute.”

Kent MeSSenger CALL on guLLAnDS 
for ADvICe to groWIng BuSIneSSeS
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An argument over a narrow strip of land has left a mother and son facing massive 
costs after their claim was heard in the Court of Appeal recently.  Both the claimants 
and the defendant engaged Queens Counsel in the Court of Appeal.

The dispute arose because the claimants’ neighbour wanted to put up a fence on what 
he considered to be the dividing line between the two properties.  The claimants had 
some years earlier added a porch extension to their house and, were the fence to be 
built, they would no longer have room to open the car doors when they parked beside 
their house. 

As is normally the way in such cases, the parties disagreed as to which ‘line’ on the  
plan was the correct boundary.  The neighbour wishing to build a fence had a plan  
with a ‘green line’, whereas on the claimants’ plan the boundary followed a ‘red line’. 
This meant that there was a small ‘triangle’ of land, the ownership of which was disputed. 

In court, the judge found that the green line was the correct boundary.  The claimants 
wishing to prevent the construction of the fence appealed against the decision.   
The Court of Appeal held that the ‘red line’ did describe the correct boundary.   
However, because the triangle of land had been used exclusively by the neighbour  
and his predecessors in title for the requisite number of years, he had the right to it due 
to adverse possession, more commonly known as ‘squatter’s rights’.  The claimants’  
title to the land had been extinguished by adverse possession many years earlier.   
The appeal was therefore dismissed.

The law on adverse possession is complex.  Most cases will now be dealt with under 
The Land Registration Act 2002 and generally it is more difficult to establish adverse 
possession under the Act that it was under the previous regime.  However, the previous 
regime continues to apply to cases where 12 years adverse possession has been 
established prior to 13th October 2003 and to cases concerning unregistered land. 

Boundary disputes can be expensive as well as ruin relations between neighbours.   
At Gullands we have extensive experience in advising on disputes between neighbours 
and how best to resolve them.  

 Please contact Philip Grylls by email for more information: p.grylls@gullands.com. 

Boundary dispute leaves 
family facing large bill

Home owners are warned to check that builders 
and their labourers are properly insured as 
illustrated by a recent case.

It involved a man who was hired to do casual 
labour for a builder working on a house.  The 
builder was uninsured.  The man needed to 
access a flat roof and asked the homeowner’s 
permission to use an upstairs window of the 
house in order to do so.  The homeowner refused 
so the man used a ladder instead.  As he was 
climbing it, he fell and was injured.

The labourer sued the owner of the house, 
arguing that she had ‘exercised control’ over his 
work to a sufficient degree for the relevant health 
and safety legislation to make her liable for his 
injury.  He also claimed that she had refused to 
pay for the work to be done in a safe way.

The court ruled that the house owner did not 
exercise control over the man’s work.  She was 
entitled to impose control over access to her 
property and refused the request as an occupier, 
not as someone who was controlling how the 
man did his work.  How the work was done was 
under the control of the builder. She was also 
found not to have been negligent.

This case will come as a relief to those who 
employ builders.  It clearly arose because 
the man’s employer (the obvious target) was 
uninsured, whereas household insurance policies 
usually include liability insurance.

If you are using builders at your house, ask to see 
evidence that they hold appropriate insurance.  
Even though the homeowner won this case, she 
will have endured months of stress because of it.  
Had the builder been insured, the homeowner’s 
involvement in litigation would probably have 
been limited to giving a witness statement.

 For more information please contact  
 David Brown at Gullands by email:  
 d.brown@gullands.com. 
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UninsUred bUilders  
can leave home-owners  
with headache



Boundary dispute leaves 
family facing large bill

An investigative report by the BBC Panorama programme into Will writers 
was broadcast on 9 August and it highlighted many of the dangers people 
face when instructing Will writers as opposed to solicitors to prepare  
their Wills. 

The key points to emerge were as follows:

•	 Will writers are unregulated.  In contrast, all solicitors firms are regulated 
by the Solicitors Regulation Authority and all solicitors have to have 
comprehensive indemnity insurance in place. 

•	 Some Will writing firms are charging not only for the preparation of Wills 
but also for the provision of probate services which they will provide in the 
future.  The charges for these future services may amount to thousands 
of pounds.  We at Gullands never charge for the provision of future legal 
services.  When we are instructed to administer an estate by the personal 
representatives, our retainer letter makes clear the basis on which we will 
charge for so doing. 

•	 Some Will writers charge for storing documents.  At Gullands, we make 
no such charges.

•	 All solicitors are subject to very strict rules about the retention of clients’ 
money.  Each client’s money must be kept separate from all other clients’ 
money and must also be kept separate from the firm’s own money.  If any 
cheque issued by a firm of solicitors were to bounce, this would be a serious 
disciplinary matter and could result in sanctions being imposed on that firm 
by the Solicitors Regulation Authority.  In contrast to this, the Panorama 
programme highlighted two separate instances where cheques issued by a 
firm of Will writers who were administering estates had bounced. 

•	 The Panorama programme highlighted instances where beneficiaries were 
unable to obtain proper financial reports on the monies which had been 
paid into an estate.  Whenever we are instructed to administer an estate, we 
would always prepare estate accounts at the conclusion of the administration 

of the estate which would account for every penny received by us.  These 
estate accounts would be subject to approval by the personal representatives 
and we would send copies of the accounts to the residuary beneficiaries for 
their information. 

The Panorama programme made disturbing viewing for any solicitor involved 
in the preparation of Wills and estate administration.  Our view at Gullands is 
that the public is well served by professional, well regulated lawyers such as 
ourselves.  The programme made clear that anybody who chooses to use 
Will writers may be doing so at their peril. 

 For more information on the preparation of a Will or to review your  
 current provisions please contact Alex Astley by email:  
 a.astley@gullands.com. 

Will writers’ lasting legacy will writers 
taking thousands 
from customers, 
Panorama claims
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the myth of a qUickie divorce 
Quite naturally most people, once deciding to divorce, would like it 
completed as soon as possible.  However, the term “quickie divorce”  
is misleading and ambiguous.  

Cheryl Cole was said to have been seeking a quickie divorce from 
footballing husband Ashley so that he could concentrate on this summer’s 
World Cup.  Yet a “quickie divorce” is a myth unless all other issues are 
resolved in advance of or coinciding with the passage of the petition.  

A ‘quickie divorce’ is more likely to mean an undefended divorce process 
under the Special Procedure, which can still take as little as three months 
but more generally four or five from presentation of petition to the point 
at which the marriage can be dissolved by the decree absolute.  Much 
depends upon the efficiency of those involved including the Court.   

If a divorce is particularly acrimonious with a number of issues to resolve 
it can take much longer, and sometimes many years.

Often the only way of reducing the time the process takes is to reduce 
the conflict between the parties as much as possible.  As a specialist 
accredited member of Resolution (formerly the Solicitors Family Law 
Association) Melissa Markham is committed to assisting clients in 
reducing the level of confrontation during their divorce process.

As long as a petition is undefended it need not take longer than four or 
five months to arrive at the point the Petitioner can apply for the decree 
absolute.  However it may not then be appropriate to apply and hence if it 
is delayed the four or five months can turn into many months and in rare 
cases years. 

In many cases a couple’s finances will need to be resolved and 
formalised and this too can take time.  Issues concerning the parties’ 
children may also delay the process, though less frequently these days, 
as before a marriage may be dissolved the Court has to be satisfied with 
their care arrangements.

 If you would like any more information please contact  
 Melissa Markham in the Family team at Gullands by email:   
 m.markham@gullands.com. 

text to go here...

the term ‘quickie divorce’ is misleading and ambiguous.
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Most employers are now aware that dismissal carries consequences and 
consequently do not approach it lightly.  Even those who are careful often 
run up against some common mistakes which can be easily avoided. 
 
Employers are often of the opinion that they can dismiss employees without 
consequence during the first year of their employment.  Although this may 
be true in the main, there are certain exemptions to the one year service 
rule for a claim for unfair dismissal and employers should check whether the 
employee in question comes from any of the exempted categories.  Particular 
care should be had when the employee can argue that the dismissal is based 
on discrimination or pregnancy related grounds, and they are able to claim 
unfair dismissal without having the requisite service.    

Some employers review their new employees just prior to the one year 
service date.  Again, there is another trap here for an unwitting employer.  
If an employee is dismissed with immediate effect at week 51 of their 
employment, in certain circumstances employees are able to tack on the 
statutory minimum notice to their length of service thus getting them to the 
magic one year.  Where employees are dismissed close to the one year 
anniversary, care should be taken with regard to the date of the dismissal  
and any periods of contractual or statutory notice that may apply.

Many problems arise from employers either relying on oral dismissal or being 
unclear in any written letter when the date of dismissal is effective.  Although 
dismissing somebody does not have to be evidenced in writing it is clear from 
the cases on this subject that it is always best to have clarity and evidence 
of exactly what notice was given and when.  Any dismissal letter should be 
quite clear about the specific date the contract ends.  Many employers have 
suffered problems where they have referred to notice periods and dates in 
the future.  The Employment Tribunals have been ruthless where there is 
ambiguity in construing these letters against the individual who wrote them.   

Finally, employers often ask if they are entitled to make their employees work 
their notice period.  Although there is a remedy of suing an employee, it is 
extremely rare that this step is taken as it is difficult to prove a financial loss 
as a result of the employee not turning up.  Clearly, employers do not need to 
pay employees who fail to turn up for their period of notice providing they are 
not met with any requirements for notification of sickness or any holiday.

 For more information contact Amanda Finn at Gullands by email:   
 a.finn@gullands.com.

Common pitfalls 
of terminating 
employment
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care should be taken 
when dismissing staff

The first of some six million letters to taxpayers are starting to arrive.   
Some taxpayers will be pleasantly surprised when they discover they are 
due a rebate having paid too much tax, but for many others the letter will  
be less welcome.

HM Revenue & Customs is simultaneously trying to recover £2bn that was 
underpaid in the past two tax years, and to repay £1.8bn that was overpaid.  
An average of £1,380 in extra tax charges will be sought by the Revenue, 
and this will be collected in the next tax year by a change in tax code, the 
equivalent to a deduction in pay packets and pensions of just over £110 per 
month, just as other tax squeezes take effect.  In cases where the amount 
due is more than £2,000 the Revenue may ask for a lump sum payment.  
Many of those affected are likely to be unrepresented taxpayers who are not 
used to dealing with HMRC.
 
Anyone receiving a letter from HMRC should not panic.  The letter will include 
a form (called P800) which will show your tax calculations.  The first step is to 
review it.  You may wish to do this yourself or with help from an accountant.  
If you agree with the calculations there is nothing further for you to do.   
The tax due will be taken automatically over the next tax year.
 

If additional tax is due and it is likely to cause ‘unreasonable hardship’ it  
is possible to ask HMRC to spread the repayments over a longer period  
of time.  To do this you will need to contact your local tax office.
 
If you do not agree with the calculations you will again need to contact  
your local tax office, the details of which will be included on the letter.
 
However, if you believe that you provided HMRC with all the necessary 
information to enable it to get your tax code right it might be possible to 
contest the demand, under rules called an Extra Statutory Concession.   
To be successful you will need to be able to demonstrate that it was the 
fault of HMRC and that its claim for unpaid tax falls outside of the time limit 
specified.  HMRC has warned that claims are unlikely to succeed, but if a 
demand is received the terms of the concession should be examined.
 
 For more information please contact Alex Astley by email:  
 a.astley@gullands.com.

hmrc tax mistake letters start to arrive



When senior employees leave a company, the 
commercial risks presented can be considerable.

A recent case on this subject concerned a director who left the company 
he worked for and then set up in competition with it.  The company 
supplied energy surveys of buildings to its customers, normally annually.  
The director had left his employment in October 2008.  Initially, he had 
joined another firm but his employment there was terminated four months 
later and he set up his own business.  Both of his new positions involved 
the carrying on of business activities that competed with his former 
employer.

His contract of service with the first company contained a clause that 
prevented him from soliciting business from any client of the company 
(which included any person who had been a client in the preceding 12 
months) with whom he had dealt to a material extent, for a period of 
six months after his employment ceased.  His contract of employment 
also prevented him from divulging any confidential information about his 
former employer’s business that was not in the public domain and which 
had come to him by way of his employment.

In addition, the Companies Act 2006 contains a statutory duty regarding 
the conduct of directors, which prevents them from acting in their  
self-interest in a way which conflicts with their duties as a director.   
The Act contains provisions whereby conflicting acts can be approved  
by shareholders or other directors, but those provisions were not relevant 
to this case.

The man’s first employer went to court to obtain an order restraining 
him from canvassing or soliciting its customers.  The ex-director argued 
that his knowledge, which he applied to his new business, was not the 
exclusive property of his former employer and that it would be unfair for 
the court to prevent him from exploiting his abilities for his own benefit.  
The restriction in his contract was for six months, and that period had 
expired very shortly after he left his new employer.

The court concluded that the former employer had failed to provide 
adequate evidence of the man’s use of confidential information acquired 
whilst he was a director.  Had he made use of a particular trade secret, 
the decision may well have been different.

Furthermore, it could not be shown that he had attempted to acquire 
specific contracts or interests which had been under negotiation when he 
was a director: he had merely left in order to pursue a new opportunity. 

This case provides support for the proposition that when a director 
leaves his former company and sets up a new business, where he does 
not breach his contract of employment or (in effect) conspire against the 
old company before resigning as a director and does not make use of 
what is clearly confidential information acquired as a result of his former 
position, there is a good chance that the court will find nothing actionable 
in his conduct.

The courts are often not willing to make rulings which could be 
interpreted as denying a person the right to make a living using their 
existing knowledge and skills.

If you face the loss of senior personnel (whether by their choice or yours), 
we can help you protect your business to the maximum extent possible 
under the law. 

 For more information contact Amanda Finn at Gullands by email:   
 a.finn@gullands.com.
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Court supports ex-director’s 
right to start new business

The Employment team has created a number of step-by-step 
employment policies and procedures that can be downloaded 
from the Gullands website by business owners free of charge.  
Policies covering sickness and absence, poor performance, equal 
opportunities, anti-harassment and bullying, disciplinary and 
grievance procedures, electronic information and communications, 
and a dress code policy are all available at no cost or obligation.  

Visit www.gullands.com for more information.

free online 
employment 
policies

Gullands solicitors and independent 
financial advisers Pharon are to hold a 
number of joint seminars in the autumn 
for employers in Kent to keep them up 
to date on impending changes in their 
pension obligations to their employees 
together with advice and assistance in 
how to go about changing terms and 
conditions of employees’ contracts. 
Seminars are likely to be held in 
Maidstone, Ashford and Canterbury, 
depending on demand. 

 Please do contact Amanda Finn to register your interest in  
 attending on 01622 678341 or by email a.finn@gullands.com.

changing Pension obligations
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The argument put forward by a farmer that he should retain the family farm 
after his divorce, because it had been in his family for generations and his 
wife was aware that it was the family tradition for it to be handed down from 
generation to generation, was given short shrift in the family court recently.

The farmer had wanted the value of the farm to be ‘ring-fenced’ and left out 
of the calculations for dividing the couple’s assets on divorce.  However, 
the judge ruled that there was no legal authority for a division of assets on 
that basis.

The farmer’s ex-wife was awarded the family home, a lump sum of £1.5 
million and annual maintenance payments of £44,000.

The financial arrangements on divorce can lead to long and bitter 
negotiations in some cases.  At Gullands we can help you ensure that  
you achieve an equitable settlement if your marriage or civil partnership 
breaks down.

 For more information please contact Philip Dimond, John Barrow  
 or Melissa Markham at Gullands.

‘it’s been in the family for years’ is no argUment

In times when suppliers of goods are not always certain whether they 
will receive payment from customers, one strategy worth considering is 
a ‘retention of title’ clause.  Such clauses should be included in standard 
terms and conditions of trading and may enable you to retain ownership 
of the goods until full payment is received.

A clause like this does not allow you to simply march in to your buyer’s 
premises and take back your goods.  However, as long as your goods 
can be clearly identified and separated from any others at your customers’ 
premises you can make a claim on the goods and have them returned to 
you in the absence of payment of your invoice.  

The success of these clauses will depend on good drafting and the type 
of goods in question.  If you are producing goods which are a raw material 
which your purchaser then uses to create another product, it is much more 
difficult to be able to identify your goods from other suppliers’ or even 
separate your goods from others in your customer’s finished product.   
In this situation a retention of title clause is not usually of practical use.  

It is worth thinking about whether it is possible to identify your product with 
your company stamp for example, without changing the product.  This may 
help identify the product against others, where you have not been paid.  

These clauses can be particularly beneficial if the purchaser is insolvent.   
In that situation you are likely to be dealing with an Insolvency Practitioner, 
rather than your customer.  You will need to produce copies of the contract 
documents including orders, despatch notes, and invoices (which clearly 
identify your products), plus proof of the debt.  These notes should 
correspond with batch numbers and product numbers on the goods in  
your customer’s premises.  

The Insolvency Practitioner will make a thorough check of the 
documentation you produce and will want to satisfy themselves of the 
validity of the clause in your contract.  Once satisfied, the Insolvency 

Practitioner’s representative will physically separate your goods from  
others and store them in a separate area of the warehouse for collection  
to be arranged. 

You must remember however that the Insolvency Practitioner will want to 
scrutinise any documentation as their responsibility will be to preserve  
your customer’s assets to improve the cash flow of the company that is  
in difficulty.

These are the legal issues to be considered carefully to maximise  
the chance of the clause being enforceable:

•	 Professional drafting of terms and conditions

•	 Advice to ensure the clauses form part of the contract with 
 your customer

•	 Advice in respect of registration of the clause in certain cases

•	 Advice in respect of enforcement of your rights

  For more information on retention of title please contact  
  Jacqueline Beadle by email: j.beadle@gullands.com. 

retention  
of title



This joke may not be as funny as Jimmy Carr’s stand-up routine, 
but it allowed the comedian to escape a fine when he appeared 
before Harrow Magistrates’ Court after police spotted him using  
a mobile phone whilst driving. 

The successful argument was based on the fact that he was  
not using his mobile as a phone but as a dictating machine.   
The legislation which bans the use of a mobile phone whilst 
driving is phrased in such a way that if the use is not for the 
purpose of communication, it does not apply.

In the absence of evidence that Mr Carr was not in full control of 
his vehicle, the charge was dismissed.

The Royal Society for the Prevention of Accidents has published 
a review of the use of mobile phones when driving, which 
concludes that the simple answer to the question ‘Does using a 
mobile phone while driving impair driving performance?’ is ‘yes’.

The important point here is that whilst the penalty for driving 
while using a mobile phone may be relatively small, the impact on 
driving performance is clear and a driver who is found to be using 
a mobile phone when they are involved in an accident faces an 
uphill struggle in court.

A policeman who knocked down and killed a young girl whilst he 
was using his mobile phone was recently jailed for three years.  
Driving whilst using a mobile phone is against the law and it is  
not advisable to rely on such ‘loopholes’ to avoid penalty points 
and a fine.

 At Gullands we regularly advise individuals who face driving  
 bans and penalties following the use of mobile phones.   
 For more information contact John Roberts by email:   
 j.roberts@gullands.com.

when is a mobile Phone 
not a mobile Phone?   
when it is a dictaPhone? 

In October Litigation and licensing partner Leroy 
Bradley will celebrate 25 years at Gullands.  
Here he reflects on this time. 

When did you join Gullands?
I joined Gullands in October 1985.  I left Maidstone 
Grammer School on the Friday, started work on 
the Monday and went to college studying the first 
part of the ILEX Examinations on the Tuesday! 

Can you remember your very first case?
I regularly used to attend Court as the Solicitor’s Representative to sit with 
Counsel – these were often Family and Criminal cases and the first case I 
really remember was a Defendant who had been charged with possession of 
an offensive weapon and assault.  Part of his Defence very eloquently put by 
Counsel was that that the alleged “offensive weapon” was not an extendable 
cosh but in fact a hanging handle found from a London tube train – you 
probably remember the type, a flexible metal tube hanging from the ceiling 
with a ball on the end which had some “give” in it as the train moved.  He was 
found guilty!

What has been your most memorable moment in your career?
My most memorable moments have been qualifying as a Solicitor in 1993  
and then joining the Partnership in 2000.

And your most embarrassing?
In my very early days I was asked to do some research on a couple of 
different points.  During the course of sitting in my then principal’s office I 
made a note that I was to “flag it on finance”.  Having spent a long time in the 
library trying to find the finance section within a particular series of books I 
had to return to my boss “cap in hand” to say I could not locate the relevant 
section so could not “flag it on finance” and was only able to take in the other 
research at which point he pointed out to me that he was looking for a book 
called “Flaggett on Finance”, the author being Flaggett!

What has been the biggest change you have seen over the past 25 years?
There have been so many changes over the past 25 years it is difficult to 
pinpoint just one.  Changes to the old Legal Aid system including taking 
general personal injuries case out of the qualifying areas, and the introduction 
of Conditional Fee Agreements, more popularly known as “no win no fee”, the 
shake-up of licensing laws in 2005 as well as the introduction of a whole new 
set of court rules - “The Civil Procedure Rules” - immediately come to mind.

What would you be doing now if you hadn’t chosen a career in the law?
Almost certainly I would have ended up working in a bank as I had been 
offered two jobs in banks shortly after starting work at Gullands.. 

I may have become a full time musician having 
played in a couple of bands since the mid eighties. 
There was a time in the eighties when we could 
have gone professional but we decided against 
this.  I have played in two bands Rockin Rocket 
88 and Jump Cat Jump and have recorded five 
albums, a single, an EP and have appeared on 
various compilation albums. We have appeared  
on the TV, been played on many radio stations 
and gigged all over including Europe & USA.

Rockin Rocket 88’s most recent CD came out on 
Western Star Records in July last year and is called 
“Country” and is available from their website and in 
most good stores/online. That and some of our other 
recordings are available for download on i-tunes.

Five minutes with.....
...Leroy Bradley
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Pictures reproduced with permission of Alan Wilson and Steve Reed.
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GullANdS TAKE  
To ThE STAGE
Partners and staff at Gullands are taking to the stage 
and supporting the autumn season of performances 
at the E. M. Forster Theatre at Tonbridge School.  
The season offers some interesting, entertaining and 
challenging performances, including an evening with 
Michael Portillo, the Chicago Blues Brothers and 
Ballet Ireland’s Romeo and Juliet. 

Gullands has an affinity and strong connection with the arts in Kent.  For the last 15 years chairman 
Blair Gulland has sat on the Board of Kent Music with 10 years as its Chair.  Kent Music has helped 
some 14,000 school children access first class classical and contemporary music across the county 
as well as developing the excellent and accomplished Kent County Youth Orchestra.  Blair has also 
chaired the Sounds New Contemporary Music Festival in Canterbury and served as a director to the 
Changeling Theatre Company.

Gullands is a law firm that works with both businesses and individuals and we believe the arts play 
an important role in all walks of life.  We wish Tonbridge School every success with its autumn season.

Gullands is supporting one of Maidstone’s brightest hopes for future 
sporting success, Morgan Hellen, one of Britain’s highest ranking  
junior rowers.

Morgan is currently ranked third in the British Indoor Rowing Championship 
and has represented the UK in a number of competitions, most recently in 
the Czech Republic in August.  He has been the National Schools Champion 
individually for two consecutive years and National Schools Champions as 
part of the double scull.  Morgan’s long term aim is to be selected for the GB 
squad and to participate in the 2012 Olympics.

Morgan has recently been combining his training and studying for his A level 
exams at Oakwood Park Grammar School in Maidstone, which is where his 
love of rowing started.  Morgan explains: “I got involved after my school held 
an assembly about rowing.  I joined the local rowing club, Maidstone Invicta 
Rowing Club, about five years ago.

“My greatest achievement to date was to be chosen to represent Great 
Britain with the Junior 18 GB team at the Munich International Regatta and 

Helping hand  
for Morgan’s 
rowing success

winning a bronze.  I am also proud of representing the Junior 18 GB team as 
a 16 year old at the Coupe de la Jeunesse and winning three gold and one 
bronze international medals.”

Richard Cripps, Gullands managing partner said: “Morgan is clearly a very 
talented and dedicated individual.  The firm is very proud to support him and 
we wish him every success with his ambition to reach the Olympics.”

Laura Claridge, who 
joined Gullands in 
2007 as a paralegal, 
completes her training 
contract and will qualify 
as a solicitor on the 
1st November.  On 
qualification, Laura will 
become a permanent 

member of the firms’ Employment and 
Construction teams.

Richard Cripps said: “Our congratulations 
goes to Laura.  The firm looks forward to 
the ongoing contribution she will make to 
the Employment and Construction teams.”

laUra claridge 
to join gUllands’ 
emPloyment team


